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Our leader’s determination to remain true to our calling led to
national recognition this year.
“Beltway 8 South Crisis Pregnancy Center has come to Care Net’s attention as a center that has
done very well in achieving its mission of reaching and serving women considering abortion.
Firstly, I want to commend you on a job well done, and secondly, I would like to invite you to
participate with Care Net in a project meant to have an incredible impact on our network of
pregnancy centers across the country.” Cindy Hopkins, Vice President of Center Services
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This year has been a season to begin implementation of plans for
increasing services by encouraging and developing our team.
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Prayers are on-going for the Lord to lead His faithful to our doors, and many have already
answered the call. Tours have been preset for once a month. This has resulted in easier
advertisement and great response.
Training new volunteers during client hours has always been difficult. It is very tricky to teach
and track each person’s progress while focusing on saving lives. Therefore, we have spent
considerable time reorganizing the process. This really helps us to work with individuals,
determine their unique gifts, complete basic training, and make assignments. The results are
exciting.
Preventing burnout and providing a means for new volunteers to meet other members of the
ministry is always a challenge. Since the first of the year, we have had CPC Family Fun Night
once a month. These gatherings have provided great fellowship and unity.
The Post Abortion healing Bible Study, “Forgiven and Set Free” was selected as the first new
class to be offered through our LEAP (Life Education Assistance Program). We are in the midst
of a pilot program to raise up leaders and organize the presentation of this significant course.
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It has been our joy to help two new centers open in our area.
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It took several years to develop our Policy and Procedure Manuals, Quick Reference Guide,
Forms, Literature, Training Tools, LEAP (Life Education Assistance Program) curriculum, and
organize all of it for ease of access and use. One of our goals is to share all God has provided to
help other centers.
One of them commented that these insights and materials will save years and help them serve
women in an unplanned pregnancy more quickly. This will lead to more lives saved.

The Lord has blessed our fundraising this year and given us time to
focus on growing the ministry. We are extremely grateful for your
confidence and support.

